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1 .INTR~DU~TION 
This paper continues the flow of general results on algebraic complexity 
begun in [ 1] and continued in [2]. In order to serve both the algebraist, who 
may be interested in learning about this application of his subject, and the 
applied mathematician, who uses the results of algebraic complexity the- 
ory, we review some of the basic definitions and results from [ 1,2], and use 
both coordinate and invariant language while presenting the details of this 
paper. 
The main application of these general results has been to the study of 
the multiplicative complexity (a concept defined below) of the Fourier 
transform on n points, which can also be viewed as the Fourier transform 
on the group H/n& where Z denotes the integers. The results in [2] were 
sufficient to establish the multiplicative complexity in this case, but with 
the extra restriction that n be a prime p. As we will show in a subsequent 
paper, the results that we state in this introduction, although weaker than 
those obtained in the body of the paper, are sufficient to establish the 
multiplicative complexity of the Fourier transform on all but a few classes 
of finite abelian groups or, equivalently, on most classes of multidimen- 
sional finite Fourier transforms. 
We will now begin our review of [ 1, 21. 
Let G be a field. The field G is called the field of constants, or the 
ground field. In most applications we have G = Q the field of rational 
numbers. However, to keep things as general as possible, we will, for most 
of this paper, only assume that G contains infinitely many elements. The 
results in the last section will require also that G be a perfect field. Let F be 
a field containing G, and let {y , , . . . ,y,} be indeterminants over F. We will 
denote the field F(y,, . . . ,y,) by H. 
Let B c H be a subset of H, called the base. Our problem is to 
efficiently compute a subset of H, {$,, . . . , I,!+}, starting with B and using 
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field operations. The 4; clearly must be in the subfield of H generated by 
B. Typically, B = F u {y, , . . . , u,,,}; but, sometimes in presenting the de- 
tails of a proof, we have to use other base sets. 
An algorithm will start with the elements of B and compute the 
t+ r, . . . , #,} using field operations. This concept can be made precise as 
follows: 
DEFINITION 1. An algorithm 62 over a base set B is a finite sequence of 
elements (called the steps of the algorithm) {II,, h,, . . . , h,}, where hj is 
either an element of B or 
hj = h, Q h,, 
where k, I, < j and 0 is one of the field operations. The algorithm (2 is said 
to compute {rc11,~22, . . . ,$,} if, for each i, 1 2 i 2 t, there exists a j, 
1 I j I S, such that 
a/+ = h,. 
Intuitively speaking, each step in an algorithm either “calls for” an 
element of the base set B or else performs a field operation on previously 
computed field elements. 
In this paper, we consider the number of multiplications or divisions, 
denoted by m/d, necessary to perform the algorithm. We will make this 
concept precise in the following two definitions. 
DEFINITION 2. Let C? be an algorithm over a base set B. A step hj E ti? is 
called an essential m/d step if none of the following holds: 
hj E B, (1) 
hj = h, + h,, k,l <j, (4 
hj = gh,> j < Iandg E G. (3) 
DEFINITION 3. Let 6! be an algorithm over B. Denote by &&) or ~~(a) 
the number of essential m/d steps of &. 
For a set of elements {$,, I&, . . . , I+!+} C H, we define the multiplicative 
complexity of {I/J,, . . . , +,} over B as min @ps( a), where & ranges over all 
algorithms over B computing {IJ,, . . . , $,}. We denote the multiplicative 
complexity of {I+!Q,.-.,+,} over B by ps($r,. ..,$,). If 62 computes 
{1c, ,,...,I/+} over B and 
PB(@) = PB(hT...>&,) 
we call l? a minimal algorithm for {$,, . . , #,i). 
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Let LG( ) denote the G-linear span of the set in the bracket. A set of 
elements (#,, . . . , \I;} c H satisfies pJ$,, . . . ,Ic/,) = 0 if and only if each of 
the$+ E L,(B), 1 < i I t. If {Ic, , ..., II;) and {+ ,,..., $,} satisfy& - \c: E 
L&B), 1 I i I t, then 
Because of our definition of complexity, we will often wish to identify two 
elements of H if their difference lies in L,(B). Viewing H as a G-vector 
space, this is the same as considering the quantities we compute as 
representatives of elements in the quotient space V = H/L,(B). Accord- 
ingly, we will use r to denote the natural homomorphism 
r: H+H/L,(B). 
Now that we have this language, let us review some of the main results 
from [1, 21. 
Let p = flk p!(‘) r-lr 3 where Pi, 1 I i I k, are distinct irreducible poly- 
nomials in G[u], and where the degree of Qi = Pitti) is n;. Of course, the 
degree of P is X~z,ni = n. Let F = G(x,,. ..,x,-,), and let H = 
F(Yo,Y,, . *. > y,- ,), where x0,. . . , x,- l,~o, . . . ,y,- ,, u are distinct indetermi- 
nants over G. Consider 
n-1 II-1 
R(u) = x x,u’, S(u) = 2 y;u’. 
isI i=l 
Let T(u) = R(u)*S(u)mod P, then 
n-l 
T(u) = x Jliu'. 
i=o 
We will denote {Go, #,, . . . , &- ,} by C( P; x, y). One of the main results in 
[1] was the determination of pg( C( P; x, y)), where 
B = G u {x0 ,..., x,-1} u {YO,...,Y,H}. 
The result is that pB(C( P; x, y)) = ZFS,(ni - 1) + n = 2n - k. In the 
proof of this result, one uses the Chinese Remainder Theorem to show that 
C( P; x, y) is “equivalent” to U ;S ,C(Q,; xi, y,); that is, every algorithm for 
computing C( P; x, y) can be modified to yield an algorithm for computing 
U := ,C(Q,; xi, y,) without increasing the number of essential m/d steps, and 
conversely, every algorithm for computing U ,k- ,C(Q,; xi, yi) can be mod- 
ified to yield an algorithm for computing C( P; x, y) without an increase in 
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the number of essential m/d steps. It follows that 
/JB(C(pi x~Y>) = PB 6 
i 
C(Qi;xi~Yi) . 
i= I 1 
(The Chinese Remainder theorem does not play an important role in this 
paper and so we will not discuss it further. The concept of equivalent 
systems is very important to the results of this paper and will be elaborated 
on in Section 3.) 
Before stating the next result, we should be careful to note that in the 
statement of the theorem Qj may equal Qi for i #j, and so this is a true 
generalization of the result stated above. Theorem 1, stated below, follows 
from Theorem 5 of [l] using Theorem 8 of [3]. 
THEOREM 1. Let Q, E G[ u], degree Qi = n, and Qi = PilCi), where Pi is 
irreducible over G, 1 I i I k. Assume that x,(i), andya( 0 I 1y I n, - 1, 
1 5 i < k, are 2n distinct indeterminants over G where n = EfM,ni. Then 
k k 
PE U C(Qi;Xi,Yi) = 22 ni - k, 
i-1 i=l 
where Xi = (x0(i), . . . ,x~,-,(i)), yi = (ya(i), . . .,v,,-l(i)), and B = G U 
{‘i> U {Yi>* 
One may obtain a feeling for the scope of Theorem 1 by considering 
three examples. Multiplying of complex numbers is the same as computing 
(x,, + ix, )( y,, + iy,), where the xi’s andyi’s are indeterminate over Q. This 
can be restated as multiplying (x,, + ux,)(y,, + v,)modu2 + 1, in which 
case G = Q, B = Q u {xO,yO,x,,y,}, Q, = P, = u2 + 1, k = 1 and n, = 2. 
Theorem 1 states that pFLB((xO + ix,)(y,, + iy,)) = 2.2-l = 3. A realization 
of this minimal number of multiplications is obtained by calculating 
ml = xay,,, m2 = x,y, and m3 = (x0 + x,)(ya + y,), noting that xay, + 
x,yo = m3 - m, - m2. 
We could also ask, If we had three complex numbers: z,, z2 and z3, can 
z, .z2 and z, .I~ be calculated in less than six multiplications? Theorem 1 
does not apply directly to pB((xr, + ix,)(ya + &,), (x,, + ~x,)(L(z + @a)), 
since the x’s are not distinct. It does say that 
PA(-Q + ixl)(yo + irlL (x2 + ix3)(u2 + iu3) = 6, 
which, combined with the result for multiplying single complex numbers, 
says that 
3 I pg(z,.z2,zI.z3) 5 6. 
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As a final example, we ask, If a and b are algebraic numbers, can we 
decrease ~~((a + ib)(yO + iy,)) from 3? Since a and b are not algebrai- 
cally indeterminates, Theorem 1 does not apply. 
In [2], Theorem 1 was extended in directions that are important for 
computing the multiplicative complexity of the finite Fourier transform. 
Henceforth F will denote a field containing G, H = F( y,, . . , y,,,) with they ‘s 
indeterminants, and B = F u {y,, . . . ,y,}. 
Earlier in this section, we defined r as the natural homomorphism 
r: H+H/L,(B). 
If h = XT=, f;y, and h’ = Cy= ,f;)y,, f;, J;’ E F, 1 I i I m, are two elements 
ofH,thenr(h)=r(h’)ifandonlyifJ;-f;’EGforalli= 1,2,...,m.We 
will therefore also use r to denote the natural vector space homomorphism 
r: F-+ F/G. 
Using this notation, we see that r(h) = r( h’) if and only if r( jj) = r( J’), 
for all 1 5 i I m, where h and h’ are as before. 
We now need to introduce some more terminology. We defined C( P; x, y) 
as the set of coefficients of T(u) = (Z~,-dx,u’)(Z~:~‘,-dyiui) mod P, where 
P E G[u] was a polynomial of degree n, and the x’s and y’s and u were 
2n + 1 distinct indeterminants. If f = ( fo, f,, . . . ,f,- ,) are n elements of F, 
we will use C( P; f, y) to denote the set of coefficients of T’(u) = 
(~~~~J;~‘)(~~;dr,~~)rnod P. We will also use r(f) to denote the set 
{r(fo)~r(fi)~...~ r( f,- i)}. We are now ready to state the extension of 
Theorem 1 given in [2]. 
THEOREM 2. Let pi be an irreducible polynomial over G of degree ni, 
i = 1,2,... , t, let m(i) = ni - 1. For 1 I i I t, let fi = (f,(i), 
. . . >fm(i,(i)), and let Y; = (ye(i) , . . . ,y,,,,(i)), where f,(i) E F, 0 I a I ni 
-1, lgilt, and {y,(i)10 I cx I ni - 1, 1 I i I t} are distinct inde- 
terminants ouer G. Assume dim L, ( r(fi)) 2 1 for all i = 1,2,. . . , t, and let 





2 s - t + ini = s + f: (n, - l), 
i= I i= I I=1 
where B = F U {y,(i)}. 
To understand the full content of Theorem 2, it is crucial to realize that, 
using the results in [l], we can construct an algorithm Q for computing 
tJ := ,C( 4; fi, y,) such that p(Q) = Z:, ,(2n, - 1). Hence, in the special 
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case that s = Zj, Inj, we have 
/LB 
( 
(J C(Pi;fi,yi) = 52ni - 1) = i 24 - 1. 
i= I i= 1 O=l 
Theorem 2 is a true extension of Theorem 1, since it yields additional 
information when there are relations among the coefficients. 
For example, it tells us that 
~.,(<fi + i* )bo + iy,)) = 3, 
where G = aS, B = Q(fi , fi ) u {y,,,y,}, P, = u2 + 1 and f, = 
(fi , V? ). We use the fact that L&6 , fi ) is a two-dimensional vector 
space over Q, and thus s = 2. 
When thef,(i) are not distinct, Theorem 2 also applies. It says 
pB((fi + iti )(y, + iy,), (fi + ifi )(r2 + iy,,) 2 4, 
where P, = P2 = u2 + 1, f, = f, = (fi , fi ). Again, s = 2, but Xi’, rni 
= 4. Unfortunately, our intuition is that the complexity should be 6, so 
this result does not yet seem to be the “best possible.” 
We will extend the results of Theorem 2 in several directions. One 
extension is suggested by the example which was just mentioned, namely, 
to determine pe( U :=,C( P; f, y,)). It IS important to note that neither P 
nor f depends on i. The only parameters which vary with i are 
3: = bo(iLul(i) ,...,rn-l(i)), h w ere, as in Theorem 1, we assume that 
the {v,(i)} are nt distinct indeterminants over G. We emphasize this by 
denoting IJ f= ,C( P; f, yi) by tC( P; f, Y), where Y represents the nt distinct 
indeterminants {y,(i)10 I a I n - 1, 1 I i I t}. 
In this paper we consider the multiplicative complexity of 
tJj= ,tjC( I$ f,, y). We see that our notation “lumps together” C( Pa;fa, y,) 
and C( P8; f,, y,), whenever Pa = Ps and f, = fs. 
We now state a weak form of the main result of this paper. The result 
stated in Theorem 3 below is sufficient to compute the multiplicative 
complexity of the finite Fourier transform. 
THEOREM 3. Let q. E G[u] be an irreducible polynomial of degree nj, 
j= 1,2 ,.-., 1. Let tj, 1 I j I I, be natural numbers. If m( j) = nj - 1 and 
‘j = (f,(j), . . . , fmCj,( j)), j = 1,2, . . . , d, satisfy 
Zf,,nj,and{qlj= l,..., I} 
dim Lo( Uj= ,r(f,)) = 
are vectors such that the collection of the Znjtj 
coordinates are distinct indeterminants over G, then 
pB (J t$‘(P,;f,,q) = itj(2nj- l),whereB=G~{Y,}. 
j=l j=I 
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It should be emphasized that we did not make the assumption that 
P, # Ps for (Y # p, However, our assumption that dim L, ( Uj- ,r(f,)) = 
Z$-,n, implies not only that f, # fs whenever (r # /3, but also the stronger 
statement hat LG(r(fa)) n L,(r(f,)) = {O}, whenever a f P. 
If in Theorem 3 we take I= 1, t = 2, f = (v/2 , v/3 ), P = u2 + 1, and 
G = Q, we see that 
pB((fi + ifi )(Y,, + iy,>,(fi + ifi )(v2 + &I) = 6, 
v.hxe B = Q(fi, fi) u {Y~,Y~,Y~,Y~}. 
2. REVIEW OF SOME RESULTS IN COMPLEXITY THEORY 
Over the last several years some basic tool theorems for establishing 
results in multiplicative complexity have been developed. We will organize 
and review some of these results in this section. The reference for the 
proofs of these results in Section 2 of [2]. 
As in the beginning of the Introduction, G is a field, F is a field 
containing G, and H = F(y,, . . . ,y,,,) is a pure transcendental extension of 
F of degree m, or, equivalently, y,,y2,. . . ,y, are distinct indeterminants 
over F. B c H is a base which generates H as a field, {$J~, . . . , $,} c H are 
the quantities to be computed, and r : H + H/L,(B) is the natural vector 
space homomorphism. We will now begin our listing of results. 
EXCHANGE PRINCIPLE. For every algorithm 62 over B computing 
($4,. . . 2 I/+} and every I I t, there exists an algorithm @’ over B’ = B u 
(h * . . , J/r} computing { $,, . . . , I+$/,) such that 
where d(l) = dim Lo(r(#,), . . . , r($,)). Moreouer, pJJ/,, . . . , +,) <: 
PL?(h . * * 9 $,I - 44. 
The Exchange Principle has a corollary that is extremely important in its 
own right. 
ROW-RANK THEOREM. Let d = dim L,(r($,), . . . , r(\C/,)); then 
PAh . . . , $,i) 2 d. 
LINEAR EXCHANGE PRINCIPLE. Let rc/,, . . . ,1c; E H be such that 
dimL,(r($,),..., r($,)) = I and ~~(4;) = 1, i = 1,2 ,..., 1. Then for eue- 
ty minimal algorithm 6?’ over B computing { 4,) . . . , I/J,), there exists a minimal 
algorithm 6? ouer B computing {#,, . . . ,I,$} such that the first I essential m/d 
steps of 6? are #,, . . . , I/J,. 
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We will fix B = F u {y,, . . . J,} for the rest of this section, so that 
L,(B)= f+ $g,y;,fEF,giEG,i= 1,2 ,..., m 
i= I 
One of the main technical tools is substituting elements of LG( B) for the 
indeterminants y,, . . . ,y,, and deducing the multiplicative complexity of 
the original system from the multiplicative complexity of the system which 
results from the substitution. Because we are allowing division in our 
algorithms, we must be careful not to divide by 0. The language for 
handling this problem is given below: 
DEFINITION 1. A substitution is a mapping 
a: {y,,...,~,) +LAB). 
This mapping can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism 
ii: F[Y,,...,Y,] -+F[y,v,~,n] 
which is the identity on F. Let K be the kernel of Z and define the set of 
fractions %((a) of G by 
Forf,/f, E F(a) define a*U,/iJ = Kf,>/Gd- 
DEFINITION 2. A substitution is called a specialization of 5 if 
a(Yi) =Yir i #j, 
4Yj) =f + 5 giyi, where gj = Q. 
i=l 
DEFINITION 3. A substitution (Y is said to be compatible with an 
algorithm @ if every step of @ is in ??(a). 
When x/+ = ZyX,hjyj, i = 1,2,. . . , t, we can guarantee the existence of 
specializations with particular properties. Because, in this paper, we con- 
sider only &‘s of this special form, we will g&e them a special name. 
DEFINITION 4. A system \cI,, &, . . . , 4, is called semilinear (s.1.) system if 
for every i = 1,2,...,t 
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i.e., 
Existence of substitution 1. Let G be an infinite field, and {q,, . . . , I/+} a 
s.1. system such that lc/i = Jyj, i = 1,2,. . . , I, for some indeterminantyj. Let 
(Y be the specialization of y, given by 
4Y;) =Y;Y i #j, 
a(y,) = 0. 
Given a minimal algorithm for this s.1. system, there exists a compatible 
specialization p of yj such that 
r(a*(rCli)) = r(P*(Gi))Y i=f+ 1,...,1, (1) 
~LB(P*(~,+I),...rp*(lr/,)) 2 PB(h~~..~Ic,) - 407 (2) 
and therefore 
where 
d(l) = dim &(r(#,), . . . , r(+,)) 
= dimL,(r(f,) ,..., r(f,)). 
Here we use r to denote both r : H -+ H/L,(B) and r : F”’ + (F/G)“. 
Existence of substitution 2. Let G be an infinite field, {$,, . . . , #,} a s.1. 
system such that rs(#,, . . . , &) 2 1. Then there exist an indeterminant yj 
and a specialization a of y, given by 
4Yi) ‘YjY iZj, 
m 
a(Yj) = IZ giYi? gj = O,g; E G, 
i= I 
such that 
P,b*wY.~ a*(h)) 5 PB(~I’...~+t) - 1. 
We will use substitutions to reduce the size of a s.1. system while: 
(a) preserving the form of the system; 
(b) having some control over how multiplicative complexity changes 
during this process. 
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3. EQUIVALENCE OF s.1. SYSTEMS 
In the Introduction, we mentioned that the problems of computing 
C( P; x, y) and tJ I,= ,C(Q,; xi, yi) are “equivalent,” where P = lI:= ,Q, and 
the Qi’s are relatively prime. We will now formalize the notion of the 
equivalence of s.1. systems, and derive several criteria for establishing the 
equivalence of two s.1. systems. 
We already introduced the most primitive equivalence relation in the 
Introduction when we discussed (+!J,, . . .,#,} and {a,, . . . ,q,} such that 
& - vi E L,(B), i = 1,2,. . . , t. We will henceforth say that ($,, . . . ,Ic;} 
and {v,,..., nI} are equal modulo L,(B) if 1c/, - vi E Lo(B), i.e, if r( $Q) = 
r(q), i = 1,2,. . ., t. In the special case, considered in this paper, that 
t+ ,,...,1c;} and {T,,.. . ,,I,} are s.1. systems, that is, when lcli = (fi, y) and 
qi = (fi,y) i = 1,2 ,..., t, the two systems are equal modulo L,(B) if and 
only if r(fi) = r(fi), i = 1,2,. . . , t. (We use the inner product notation 
(fi, y) to denote (X7= ,Jjyj.) 
Intuitively, the concept of {$,, . . . ,1c;} and {n,, . . . , n,} being equivalent 
is the following: Given any algorithm for computing $,, . . . ,$,, we can 
modify it, without changing its number of essential m/d steps, to produce 
an algorithm for computing n,, . . . , q, and conversely, given any algorithm 
for computing n,, . . . , qls we can modify it, without changing its number of 
essential m/d steps, to produce an algorithm for computing $,, . . . , II;. 
It is clear that if TJ~ E Lo(Ic/,, . . . ,1c;), j = 1,. . . , S, we can modify every 
algorithm for computing #,, . . . ,& to produce an algorithm for computing 
q,,v72r..., 7,. Therefore we demand that {IJ,, G2,. . . ,$,} and {n,, . . . , q,} 
be equivalent whenever Lo(#,, . . . , 4,) = L&n,, . . . , nS). Zn view of the 
discussion in the beginning of this section, we can strengthen our demand to 
be that 
Wan J(4di)) = ~G(+hL.d?s)). 
If #= (#,,..., 4,) and q = (v,,..., vs), we denote (~(1cI,),...,r(Icj)) by 
r( 1,5) and similarly r(q) by (r(n,), . . . , r(q,). Thus our demand can be 
written as 
In this paper we are concerned with computing s.1. systems. If #,, 5L2,. . , #, 
is a s.1. system then II/, = X:im_,f,jyj, i = 1,2 ,..., t,Jj E F. That is, we can 
write the system as 
where # is the column vector (IJ,, _ . . , &)‘, y is the column vector 
(Y,VY2,. . .7 y,)= and M(f) is a t x m F-matrix. The fact that the yi’s 
are indeterminants provides us with another way of modifying an 
algorithm. We can replace each yj by some element of L,(B). If a is a 
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mapping a : {Y,, . . . ,Y,> -+ L,(B) we denote by a(y) the vector 
(4Y,MYA..v 4YJ)‘E &W)“. Motivated by the discussion 
above, and by the fact that in this paper we take B to be B = F u 
(Y ,, . . . ,y,,,), we make the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1. Let B* = F u {y,, . . . ,y,,,} u {z,, z2,. . . , zn}. The two 
s-1. systems M(f)y and N(f)2 are equivalent if there exist two mappings 
a: (Y, , . . . ,y,} + L,(B*) and /3 : {z,, . . . , z,,} + L&B*) such that 
LGkW(fb(Y))) = L&W(f)z)) 
L&(NfMzN = L&Mf)Y)). 
Remark. We do not insist that the yi’s and zj’s be disjoint sets of 
indeterminants. The definition allows for the case that L,(y) n L,(z) # 
PI* 
An immediate consequence of the definition is: 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf M( f )y and N( f)z are equivalent then pB( M( f)y) = 
P B( w f )z)* 
The following sequence of propositions gives tests for checking when 
M(f)y and N(f)z are equivalent. 
PROPOSITION 2. M(f)y and N(f) z are equivalent zf and only if there 
exist two mappings Cr: {y,, . . . ,y,} -+ LG(zI,. . . ,zn) and j?: {z,, . . . ‘2”) + 
L,(Y ,, . . . ,y,,,) such that 
&(r(Wf >W)) = bAr(Nf )z)) 
and 
L,(r(Nf M(z))) = L,(r(Wf M). 
ProoJ: It is sufficient to prove that the existence of a and /I satisfying 
the conditions of the definition guarantees the existence of Z and p 
satisfying the conditions of the proposition. 
Let a : {Y,, . . . ,Y,> + L,( B*) satisfy LG(r( M( f )a(y))) = 
L,(r(N(f)z)),andlet{y,+,,...,y,} = {Y,,...,Y,} n {z,,...,q,}.Aswas 
mentioned before, 
L&B*) = F~Lc(z,,...,znry,,...,~s) 
= F03 L&z,, . . ..z.) @ L,(Y,,...,Y,). 
Let G be the projection of a on L,(z,, . . . ,z,), a,, the projection of a on F, 
and a, the projection of a on L,(y,, . . . , y,). The direct sum decomposition 
of LG( B*) implies a = Cu + a,, + a,. Therefore M( f )a(y) = M( f )Z(y) + 
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M(f)a,(y) + M(f)&,(y). But, M(f)a,(y) E F’, that is, all the entries of 
M(f)cw,(y) are in F, therefore r( M( f)a,(y)) = 0; consequently, 
r(M(f)a(~)) = r(M(f)$y)) + r(M(fh(~)). BY assumption, 
r(Mfb(~)) c ~%(r(Nf)z))s h’ h w ic means that there exists a G-matrix 
S such that M(f)Z(y) + M(f)ar,(y) and SN(f)z are L&B*) equivalent. 
That is, each entry of M(f)Z(y) - SN(f)z + M(f)a,(y) is in 
&AZ,, . . ., zn) + MY,, . . . ,ys). This is possible if and only if each entry of 
M(f)Z(y) - SN(f)z is in &(z,,.. .,zn), and each entry of M(f)c~,(y) is 
in &(Y,, . . . , y,). The second condition means that r( M(f)cu,(y)) = 
Therefore r(M(f)a(~)) = r(M(f)4~)), and 
LrW(lhW) = k(r(NfM) , so that (Y satisfies the condition of 
the proposition. 
In a similar way, we define /? as the projection of p on L&J,, . . . ,JJ,,,) 
and show that it satisfies the condition of the proposition. 
Recall that we use the notation r to also denote the natural homomor- 
phism r : F+ F/G. This mapping r can be extended, in the obvious way, 
to a mapping of matrices over F to matrices whose entries are in F/G. 
Because B = F u {y,,..., y,,,}, we have that r(M(f)y) = r(N(f)y) if and 
only if r(M(f)) = r(N(f)). W e will now prove a characterization of 
equivalence in terms of the homomorphism r : F -+ F/G. 
PROPOSITION 3. M(f)y and N(f) z are equivalent if and only if there 
exist four G-matrices R,, R,, S,, S, such that r (R, M( f )S,) = r (N( f )) and 
r(ZWYf )Q = r(Wf )). 
Proof. We can write Z and p of Proposition 2 as y = S, z and z = S, y, 
respectively. The two equalities of the linear spaces guarantee the existence 
of four G-matrices R,, R;, R,, R; such that 
r(R,Wf XC) = r(Yf NY r(Wf KC) = r(R;Nf NV 
r(Z%Wf )$) = r(Wf )), r(Vf )%) = r(R;Wf )). 
We will show that the existence of R, and R, satisfying the first and third 
equalities guarantees the existence of R; and R; satisfying the second and 
fourth equalities, and thus prove the proposition. 
Let 24,) u2, . . . , 24, be the rows of M( f ), and let s = 
dim &(r(U,), . . . , r( u,)). With no loss of generality, we may assume that 
r(u,),r(u,), . . . , r( u,) are linearly independent; and therefore, we can write 
r( M( f )) as r( M( f )) = Tr( M< f )), where M< f ) consists of the first s rows 
of M( f ), and T is the G-matrix 
T = (Z/T’). 
Similarly, we can express r (N( f )) asr(N(f))=Lr(g(f)),whereF(f) 
is the first s’ rows of N(f), where s’ is defined for N(f) as s is for M(f). 
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Let F, be the first s’ rows of R,, and Ez be the first s rows of R,. From 
the first equality 
r( g(f)) = r( E,M(f)S,) = &tMtf)N = RP( G(f))% (1) 
and from the third equality, 
Substituting (2) into (1) and (1) into (2), we obtain 
(3) 
and 
r( M(f)) = (W)( a+( Jm))W. (4) 
As all the rows of r ( fl( f )) and all the rows of r (@( f )) are linearly 
independent over G, we obtain that (E,,T)( R,L) and (R,L)( z,T) are 
nonsingular, and therefore that s = s’ and that both (E,,T) and ( E1 ,5) are 
nonsingular. We can therefore write (3) as 
m-‘QTf)) = (R,L)r(N(f))S,S,. (3’) 
Consequently, using (2) and (3’) we obtain 
@f(f)&) = r(M(f))S* = T@(f))& = qR,q+wp*q 
= T( R,T)-‘r( p(f)) = R;rtNf)) = rtR’,W)), (5) 
where R; is T( E, 7’)-’ augmented by columns which are all 0. In a similar 
way we can construct R; which satisfies 
r(W)%) = +WKf)). (6) 
This proves the proposition. 
The matrix G(f), used in the proof of Proposition 3, is of interest by 
itself. It is obvious that M(f)y and E(f)y are equivalent, and that in 
studying the complexity of M(f)y it is often more convenient to study the 
complexity of E(f)y. The expressions of M(f)y which have been deleted 
to form %( f )y are G-linear combinations of the remaining expressions 
(modulo L,(B)), and can therefore be considered superfluous. We say that 
M(f)y is row reduced if M(j) = k(f), that is, if all the rows of r( M(f)) 
are G-linearly independent. 
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Just as we deleted “superfluous” expressions we can delete “superfluous” 
indeterminants. Let c,, c2,. . . , c, be the columns of M(f) and let s = 
dimL,(r(c,),r(c,), . . . , r(c,)). With no loss of generality, we may assume 
that r(c,), . . . , r(c,) are G-linearly independent. We can write M(f) as 
M(f) = M’(f)U, where M’(f) is the first s columns of M(f) and U is the 
s X m G-matrix iJ = (I I/‘). It is obvious that M(f)y and M’( f)z are 
equivalent. We say that M( f)y is column reduced if M(f) = M’(f), that is, 
all the columns of r( M( f )) are G-linearly independent. 
DEFINITION 2. Let u,, u2,. . . , u,, be the rows of M(f) and let 
CI,C 2,“‘, c, be its columns. Let t = dimL,(r(u,) ,..., r(u,)) and s = 
dimL,(r(c,), . . . , r(c,)). A reduced form of Zt4( f) is a t x s submatrix of 
kf( f ), denoted by 6( f ), such that all the rows of r( fi( f )) and all its 
columns are G-linearly independent. If fi( f) = M(f) we say that M(f) is 
in its reduced form. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A?(f) be a reduced form of M( f ) and g(f) be a 
reduced form of N( f ). M( f )y and N( f ) z are equivalent if and on& if there 
exist two nonsingular G-matrices R and S such that 
r(fi(f )) = r(Ri(f )S). 
The proof is along the same lines as that of Proposition 3, and will 
therefore be omitted. 
4. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES 
We will discuss some algebraic ideas that provide essential tools for the 
rest of this paper. To reach as many readers as possible, we have tried to 
combine an abstract and concrete approach in presenting the details. 
Let G be a fixed field, let u be an indeterminant for all fields that occur, 
and let 
K = G[ u]/(+)> 3 
where (P(u)) is the ideal generated by an irreducible polynomial P(U) of 
degree n. K is then a field, and [K: G], denoting the dimension of K over 
G, is n. As a matter of fact, 1, u, u2,. . . , z/-’ form a basis of K over G. 
Let F 1 G be a field and form the ring 
3 = F[ u]/(P(u)). 
It may happen that Ck has divisors of zero and is not a field. (Indeed, Ck has 
divisors of zero precisely when P(u) factors over F.) ‘3% is also an n- 
dimensional vector space over F, with 1, u, u2,. . . , u”-’ forming a basis. 
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That is, every element r of 5% can be written uniquely as 
n-l 
r = 2 f;u’, 
i - 0 
J E F. 
The ring 5% is isomorphic to the ring %, = F 69, K. Every element r, of 
3, can be written uniquely as 
n-l 
r, = x f;.@u’. 
i=o 
We will often write Ju’ instead off; 63 u’. 
More generally, let K 1 G be a finite extension field of G such that 
[K:G] = n.Letu,,u ,,..., u,-, be a basis of K over G. The ring 3 = F C3’G 
K is also an n-dimensional vector space over F, and can be identified with 
the ring {ZZ~;dJuiIf, E F}. 
If ue,ui,. . . ,u,-, is a basis of K over G, then for every k E K 
n-l 
kuj = x gijui, j = 0,l ,..., n - l,g;, E G. 
r=O 
It is easily checked that the mapping p(k) = (gij), where (gij) is the n X n 
matrix, defines a monomorphism of K into the algebra of n x n matrices 
of G. The mapping p is called the regular representation of K over G relative 
to the basis uo, u,, . . . , u,- ,. If k = ui, then let p(ui) = C,, and the matrices 
C -i generate p(K) as a vector space over G; if k = ZyZdgiui, 
zezi(k;‘=‘&‘&C. If K = G[u]/(P(u)), and we take 1 u u2 u”-1 
as the basis, then L(i) = C (where C is the companion mairix’ of’ ‘P(u)) 
generates p(K) as an algebra. That is, if k = Cyzigiui, then p(k) = 
2y:;gic. 
Because we identified 3 = F C?SJ~ K with {Xy:c,ihuiIf, E F}, we can take 
uo, u I,“‘, U n-, as a basis of % over F. The representation p can be 
extended to a representation pF of 3 into the algebra of n X n F-matrices, 
given by pF(X:&,‘fiu,) = ~~;~fiCi. Whenever it is clear from the context 
whether we are talking about a representation of % or of K, we will chop 
the subscript F and denote the representations by p. 
Let uO,u ,,..., u”-, be another basis of K, and let p’ be the regular 
representation of K over G relative to the basis. Let I : K-+ K be the 
G-linear mapping defined by f(u,) = ui. For every k E K, p’(k) = f-‘p(k)/. 
That is, if uj = XJ!;$ijui, then p’(k) = L-‘p(k)L, where L = (lij). 
Now let VK be a K-vector space and let dim, VK = 1. VK may also be 
given the structure of a G-vector space. As a G-vector space, we will denote 
the set VK by VG. If u,,, u,, . . . , u,-, is a basis of VK and u,,, u,, . . . , u,-, is a 
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basis of K as a G-vector space, then viuj, 0 I i < I,0 I j < n, is a basis of 
VG, and so dim VG = In. 
Let V and W be finite-dimensional vector spaces over K and let 
vo,vl ,..., q1 and wo,wl ,..., w~-~ be bases of V and W, respectively. 
Relative to these bases, we may identify the space Hom(V, W) of linear 
transformations from V to W with the space of all s x r matrices over the 
field. Now note that every K-linear transformation xi : VK + W, is also a 
G-linear transformation Vc + W,. Hence, we have a monomorphism 
R:Hom(V,, W,)+Hom(V,, W,). 
We will call this process of considering a K-linear transformation a 
G-linear transformation reducing the field of definition. R is called the 
reduction mapping. Once we fix a basis of K over G (and therefore the bases 
of Vc and W,), we have R assigning to every s X r matrix over K an 
sn X rn matrix over G. If A is an s X r K-matrix and B an r X p K-matrix 
then R(AB) = R(A)R(B). 
This monomorphism depends on the choice of basis of K over G. Let 
UO,UI,...,U,-I be a basis of K over G, and let p be the regular representa- 
tion of K relative to this basis. If A = (kij) is an r x s matrix over K, then, 
simple calculations show that R(A) is obtained by replacing each kij by 
the n x n matrix p(kjj). 
Now let BG E R(Hom( VK, W,)) c Hom(V,, W,). Thus BG = R(B), B 
E Hom(V,, W,). We will call B the linear transformation obtained from 
BG by inflating the field from G to K. Note that although we can always 
reduce the field of definition of an s x r K-matrix, we cannot always 
inflate the field of definition of an sn x rn G-matrix. The earlier discussion 
of the matrices in the range of R gives us a characterization of those 
sn x rn G-matrices whose field of definition can be inflated. Partition the 
rn x sn matrix (gap) that represents BG into n X n submatrices Mij. If, 
relative to the basis uo, u,, . . . , u,- ,, there exists kij such that 
Mij = P(kij) 
for all 1 5 i I S, 1 I j I r, then the field of definition can be inflated. 
The mapping 
g : (ga8) + (k;j) 
is called the inflation mapping. 
Let VK be a t-dimensional K-linear space. K is an n-dimensional vector 
space over G. Every vector in V, can then be viewed as in a vector space 
over G, which yields an isomorphism 
$: G”‘-+K’. 
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To be precise, we would also have to index 51S by the dimension l, but, to 
avoid cumbersome notation, we will suppress the index t. 
Let ho E R(Hom(V,, I&)), and let a E G”‘, then it is immediate that 
%(&-a) = w&(4. 
We will therefore call 51S the pseudo-inflation mapping. 
We can extend !3, to a mapping from tn x I G-matrices to t x 1 K- 
matrices. Let A be a In X 1 G-matrix. We can view its I columns a,, a,, . . . , a, 
as vectors in G’“. We now define $(A) as the t X 1 K-matrix, whose 
columns c,, c2,. . . , c, satisfy 
cj = gs(a~)V j= 1,2 ,..-, 1. 
Thus, if B E R(Hom(V,, W,)), and A is a G-matrix of the appropriate 
dimensions then 
$(BA) = $(B)$(A). 
The inverse of the mapping gS : VG + VK is the mapping 
R,: V,+ V,. 
Relative to some bases of VK over K and of K over G, R, is a mapping 
R, : K’+ G”‘. 
If B is any r x t K-matrix, and a E K’ is a t-dimensional vector then 
R,(Ba) = R(B)R,(a). 
We will therefore call R, the pseudo-reduction mapping. As before, we 
extend R, to a mapping from t x I K-matrices to nt x 1 G-matrices. If A is 
a t x I K-matrix, whose columns are a,, a,, . . . , a,, then R,(A) is the nt x I 
G-matrix M, and for every t X I K-matrix N we have that 
gs(R,(N)) = N. 
It is easily seen that if A is a t X I K-matrix then R,(A) is a nt X I 
G-matrix obtained by replacing every element kij of A by the (column) 
vector which represents it relative to the basis of K over G. 
We will now generalize the concept of reduction and inflation mappings 
to the ring % = F @‘c K. 
As is often done, we will denote the algebra of n X n matrices over a 
field G by &(G,n). It is well known that F C3)G &(G, n) is isomorphic to 
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&( F, n). If p is a regular representation of K over G, then 
‘?k= FC$K’zF@,&(G,n) = &(F,n) 
is a monomorphism. Earlier in this section, we developed this construction 
more explicitly, and denoted the mapping 1 8 p by pF. 
Now consider an s X r matrix C over 3. We can replace each entry rij 
of C, (rij E ?7l,) by PF(rjj) to obtain an sn x rn F-matrix. This is the 
generalization of reduction. Similarly, in certain circumstances, we can 
inflate from F to 6%. 
Reducing the field enables us to relate the regular representation of an 
element when it is viewed as belonging to either field. Let K be a finite 
extension of G and let z+,, u,, . . . . u,-,beabasisofKoverG.LetK’>K 
be a finite extension of K and let uO, o,, . . . , u,,-, be a basis of K’ over K. 
K’ is also a finite extension of G, with basis {uiuj(O I i < m, 0 I j < n} 
over G. For the sake of definiteness, we order uiuj lexicographically on the 
pair (i,j); that is, we order the basis QU,,, q,u,, . . . , L),,u,,-,, u, 
uo,...,Ls,-IU,-1. 
Let p, be the regular representation of K over G relative to the basis 
uo,u ,,“‘, U n- ,, let pZ be the regular representation of K’ over K relative to 
the basis uo,u,, . . . ,u,,,-,, and let p3 be the regular representation of K’ 
over G relative to the basis {uiuj}. We denote by 
i: K-+K’ 
The injection mapping. Easy calculations show that for every k’ E K’, 
where R is defined relative to uo, u,, . . . , u,- 1. In particular, since for every 
k E K, I* = k-Z, where I is the m x m identity matrix, p,(ik) is thus 
the mn x mn block diagonal matrix, where each block is p,(k). 
5. RESULTS ON STANDARD FORMS 
We can now formulate the first new problem that we will study in this 
paper. 
Let F 1 G be a field and let H = F(y,,y,, . . . ,ym), where y,,y2, . . . ,y, 
are indeterminants. (Using the language of field theory, H is a purely 
transcendental extension of F of transcendence degree m.) Let K be a 
finite extension of G and let uo, u,, . . . , u,-, be a basis of K over G. Form 
ClL= FBGK and C%(y) = H ‘BD,K. 
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As was mentioned in Section 4, we will denote an element r E $3, by 
E~:t,‘fiui (h E F), rather than by CyLaih 8~ ui. Similarly, we will denote 
elements of 3(y) by 2~,-dhjui (hi E H). 
Consider the following t products in q(y): (E~:~jj~~)(X~:~r,~u~) = 
Ig&&4j, a = 1,2,. . .) t, wheref; E F,laj E L,(y) c 93(y) and L,(y) is 
the space of linear homogeneous forms over G. We denote 
{&lo, 5 a,, . . .,[a(n-,j} by C(K; f,l,; {ui}), where f = E::dJu; E 3 and I, 
= E’::~laiui E LG(y) BG K C S(y). When K = G[u]/(P(u)), P(u) is 
an irreducible polynomial of degree n, we can use the basis ui = u’; we will 
also denote C(K; f, I,; {ui}) by C(P; f, I,). 
PROBLEM. Let B = F u {y,,y,, . . . ,y,}. Determine 
PA U :.. ,C(K; f, 1,; (ui)N. 
As we did for the system discussed in the Introduction, we will now give 
a matrix representation of this system. Let p be the regular representation 
of K over G relative to the basis ~a, u,, . . . , u,- ,. Let A(f) be the n x n 
F-matrix A(f) = PF(f) = zyl,,iAp(ui). Let I, E L,(y) @o G” be the vector 
[Lo 
1 
I, = Y’ 
1 a(n- I) 
and let 6, be the vector 
Then we have 
and the set of forms we wish to compute has the matrix formulation 
21 
, 
52 A(f) I=.=: . . : 
j,, .. O I 
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In the special case that K = G[u]/(P(u)) and we use the basis 1 = 
u”,u’,u* ,..., tP-’ , p(u) is the companion matrix A of P(U), and A(f) = 
Zy:;f;.A’. 
If lai = X~‘.,gg,isys,g,is E G, then I, can be written as 
Yl 
lcx = tgai$) = May, 
,Y,, 
where M, is an n x m G-matrix. If we denote by M the nt X m G-matrix 
M= . 
4 
then the system I can be written as 
-4(f) 0 - 
= . . MY. 
i 6 ’ Aif) 
In order to emphasize that all the “blocks” A(f) are identical, we will 
write Z as 
1 = (Mf))My. 
Let uo, u,, . . . , un-i be another basis of K over G. Keeping f E a, I, E 
L,(y) ‘23‘. G”(a = 1,2,. . . , t) as in I, we consider the computation of 
U’ a- ,C(K; f, 1,; {vi}). That is, the computation of 
I’ = (rA’(f))M’y. 
Let I: K -+ K be the G-linear mapping defined by I( vi) = ui, i = 0, 1, . . . , 
n - 1, and let L be the matrix representing I relative to the basis 
t)o,Ul,...,Un-]. As we saw in Section 4, A’(f) = L-‘A(f)L. If May and 
MAy represent 1, relative to the bases {ui> and {ui}, respectively, then 
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MAy = L-‘May. We thus have that 
= : . . . . 
, 0 L’, 0 
Aif), 
0 L 0 
. . 
il . 





. . 11. . 1 . 0 0 L-l 
1 
MY 
and, therefore, by Section 3, I and I’ are equivalent systems. We emphasize 
this equivalence, and the consequent conclusion that the multiplicative 
complexity does not depend on the choice of basis, by dropping the 
mention of basis in C( K; f, 1,; {u;}). We will henceforth denote this system 
by CC K; f, 1,). 
Let K’ I K be a finite extension of K, and let uo, u,, uz, . . . , uP be a basis 
of K’ over K. Assume uO = 1. As was done at the end of Section 4, we will 
take {uiui} as a basis of K’ over G, and arrange the basis in lexicographi- 
cal order. The injection mapping 
i:K+K’ 
gives rise to a mapping 
‘?R(y) = HgGK-+ H@,,K’ = ‘i%‘(r), 
which maps every element IZ:,-dhiui of %(JJ) into the element 
XiN;olhi(uo-ui) of H @o K’. (Recall that u,, = 1.) 
By a slight abuse of notation, we will denote by f the image of f under 
1 @ i, and by I, the image of I, under 1 63 i. 
We define I” by 
I” = (J C( K’; f,l,). 
CY=l 
Let p be the regular representation of K over G relative to uc, u,, . . . , u,- ,, 
let p’ be the regular representation of K’ over K relative to u,, ur, . . . , uPb- ,, 
and let p” be the regular representation of K’ over G relative to { uiui}. As 
we saw in Section 4, for every h E H @)G K’, p”(h) is obtained from p’(h) 
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be reducing the field of definition. Thus, if f E F BG K’ is f = 
~,~::,-df;(uO)oui) = (Z:~,,tf;ui)uo, then p’(f) = (C~:~J;~i).Z, where I is thep x p 
identity matrix. Therefore 
p”(f) = 
A(f) 0 ’ 
. 7 
\ 6 . A(f) 




















A(f) 0 Ma I 
0 
. Y = ; A(f) 
6 ’ A(;) ; ’ 
\ , <O, 
Consequently, C(K’; f, I,) and C(K; f, I,) are equivalent, and so are 
Uh-,C(K’;f,l,) and U’ (Ip ,C( K: f, 1,). This means that the multiplicative 
complexity of computing the “coordinates” of f-l, does not depend on 
whether f and 1, are viewed as elements of H @ho K or of H (BG K’. 
Therefore, the reference to K in the notation C( K; f, I,) can be dropped. 
Unless we want to emphasize the field K, we will denote C( K; f, 1,) by 
C(f -1,). 
The matrix formulation of I” showed that C( K’; f, I,) is the same as 
U&bC(K; f,l,,), where I,, = I, and lai = 0 for 1 I i Ip - 1. The 
equivalence of C(K’; f, I,) and C( K; f, I,) is but a special case of a more 
general result. Let us denote by a9R(n, m) the G-linear space of n x m 
G-matrices. As was done before, we associate with each I, = May the 
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matrix M, E Gn(n, m). We will denote by Z&M,) the G-linear span of 
the Ma’s. With this terminology, we have the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let U &= ,C(f*l,) and U;, ,C(f*ll,) be two systems. If 
LG( M,) = LG( Mi) then the two systems are equivalent. 
Proof. By assumption M, = Xi, ,gapM;, (Y = 1,2, _ . . , t, and therefore 
.!?“I 
. . = . 
,&I* 
where I is the n x n identity matrix. Conversely, Mi = XL= ,gbaMa, fi = 
1,2,..., s, and therefore 
A(f) 0 ’ M; 
. Y 
0 . A(;), jf;, 
&,I g,J 
. . = . . . 
.&II &,I 
A(f) 0 Ml 
: Y* 
0 ’ if), j,, 
This proposition enables us to reduce the problem to an equivalent one 
which has the smallest value of t, namely, t = dim LG( M,). 
It should be noted that a problem may satisfy t = dim LG( M,) and yet 
not be row reduced as per Section 3. We will illustrate that by an example. 
The example will also introduce an equivalence between two problems 
which we will use later. 
EXAMPLE. Assume n = [K : G] 2 2, and m = 1. Let f = fu for some 
u E K, and let 1 = X;:aigiyiui # 0. The system C(f.1) has the smallest 
possible t, namely, t = 1 = dim&-(M), where M E k?R(n, 1) is 
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Yet it is not row reduced as defined in Section 3. Let 0 # k E K be 
k = Cl&M), and let B = p( u,k- ‘). Then 
BA(f)My = A(f)BMy. 
But $(BM) + 9(B&(M) = (z+,k-‘)k = u,, and therefore 
‘1 
BM = R,( $( BM)) = R,( q,) = 0 
,O 
We thus see that 






is the first column of p(u,). If g’ = (gh,g;, . . . ,gA-,) is any nonzero row 
vector satisfying Ey,-dg;gi = 0, then 0 = g’A( j)M’y = (g’B)A(f)My and 
A( j)Mj~ is therefore not row reduced. 
We will now generalize the construction of the example, to obtain 
another criterion for the equivalence of U ~=,C(f*l,) and Ui, ,C(f -lb). 
As was done earlier in the section, we denote by M the nf X m G-matrix 
M= 






M’= : . 
i : if; 
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Applying $$ to M, we obtain a t x n K-matrix. We will denote by 
L;(M) the K-linear span of the rows of $(M). Similarly we denote by 
L;( M’) the K-linear span of the rows of $( M’). 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf Lk( M) = L;( M’) then U t= ,C(f *I,) is equiualent to 
u;,,C(f-I’p). 
Proof. By assumption there exists an s x t K-matrix B such that 
!3&M’) = B$(M). Let BG = R(B) be the sn X tn G-matrix obtained by 
reducing the field. Then 
B,M = R,( $( B,M)) = R,( $!( B&i& M)) = R,( B$( M’)) = M’. 
Therefore 
B,Wf))W = W(f))&My = (-I(f))M’y. 
Similarly, if g&M) = B’$( M’) then 
%(4f))M’y = tA(f)W’. 
The proof of the proposition shows the advantages of considering the 
K-matrix 51s(M). As a matter of fact, once f (and the basis of K over G) 
have been fixed the set IJ L= ,C(f .I,) is completely specified by $(M). 
DEFINITION 1. The problem U & = ,C(f * I,) is called quasi-row reduced if 
the t rows of g&M) are linearly independent over K. 
Another way of transforming (t(A(f))M, to an equivalent problem is by 
replacing the indeterminants y,‘s by linear combinations of themselves. Let 
(tA(f))My and (tA(f))Nz be two systems. It follows immediately from 
Section 3 that if there are two G-matrices B and C such that M = NB and 
N = MC, then the two systems are equivalent. Following Section 3, we say 
that (tA(f))My is column reduced if all the columns of M are linearly 
independent over G. 
Simple calculations show that if C is an m x 1 G-matrix, then 
$( MC) = $( M)C. 
Therefore (tA( f))My is column reduced if all the m columns of $(M) are 
linearly independent over G. 
Combining the concept of quasi-row reduction with column reduction, 
we have the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2. A system (tA( f))My is said to be quasi-row-column 
reduced (qrc reduced) if the t rows of g&M) are linearly independent over 
K, and the m columns of $(M) are linearly independent over G. (The 
following observation is crucial to the rest of this paper!) 
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Let B be a t X t nonsingular K-matrix and C an m X m nonsingular 
G-matrix. Let M’ = R,( B$( M)C). Then (tA( f ))My and (tA( f))M’y are 
equivalent. Moreover, if (tA(f))My is qrc reduced, then so is (tA(f))M’y. 
It will be convenient to replace the system (tA(f))My by qrc-reduced 
system (t’A(f))M’y’ which is equivalent to it. We will now describe this 
reduction procedure. 
Let t’ = dimL;(M). We select a K-matrix NK, a t’ x m submatrix of 
!$(M), such that all the rows of NK are K-linearly independent. Let m’ be 
the dimension of the G-linear span of the columns of NK, and let N;( be a 
r’ x m’ submatrix of NK such that all the columns N;( are G-linearly 
independent. We define 
M'= R&N;). 
It is obvious from the construction that (t’A( f ))M’y’ is qrc reduced and 
that it is equivalent to (tA( f ))My. 
From now on, we will assume that we have carried out this reduction 
and that (tA(f))My is qrc reduced. 
To summarize: The system lJ L= iC(f.1,) = (tA(f))My can be written 
as 
I= 
where A(f) = df). 
Applying 61S to 
A(f) 0 
A(f) 
0 . if) 
Y? 
we obtain 
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where 
M, 
M= : . 
. k, 
If we denote 4(M) by M’ then (tA( f))My is qrc reduced if all the rows of 
M’ are K-linearly independent, and all its columns are G-linearly indepen- 
dent. 
The multiplicative complexity of (tA(f))My will be bounded in Theo- 
rem A. A subsequent theorem, Theorem B, will provide us with a lower 
bound of the more complicated system U;=, U &-,C(f,-I,+,), that is, 
the system lJ;= i( fiA(fi))M(“y. We will now state our result on (tA( f))My 
for the present more general system. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let Uy= ,(t,A(f,))M(-j)y and U~~,(sjA(fj))Nci)y be 
two systems. If for every j = 1,2, . . . , J the K-linear span of rows of $( M(j)) 
is the same as the K-linear span of the rows of $( N(j)) then the two systems 
are equivalent .
The proof of Propostion 3 is the same as that of Proposition 1 and will 
therefore be omitted. 
DEFINITION 3. The system lJ~~,(t,A(f,))M”‘y is called quasi-row re- 
duced (qr reduced) if for each j = 1,2,. . . , J, t,A(f,)M”‘y is quasi-row 
reduced. That is, if for each j = 1,2, . . . , J the rows of $( M(j)) are 
K-linearly independent. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let UT= ,(tjA(fj))M”‘y and U~=,(t,A(f,))N(j)z be two 
systems. If there exist two G-matrices S and T such that for each j = 1,2, . . . , J, 
M(j) = N”‘S and N”’ = M”‘T, then the two systems are equivalent. 
Again, the proof will be omitted, as it is similar to that of Proposition 2. 
DEFINITION 4. The system Ul- ,(tj,4(fj))Mci’y is called quasi-row- 
column reduced if it is quasi-row reduced and in addition all the columns 
of the G-matrix 
, M(J) 
are G-linearly independent. (This last requirement can be paraphrased to 
say that all the columns of $(fi) are G-linearly independent.) 
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We should emphasize that U;-, (tjA(fj)) M’j’y being qrc reduced 
does not imply that for each j = 1,2,. . . , J, tjA(fj))M(j)y is qrc reduced. 
Of course (tjA(fi))M(j)y is quasi-row reduced, but it is not necessarily 
column reduced. The reason for that is that in Proposition 4 we used the 
same S and T to relate all the M(j) and N(j). 
Clearly, every system tJy=, ( sjA(fj)) N”‘z is equivalent to some qrc- 
reduced system Uf,, (tjA(fj)) Mci’y. W e can therefore assume that the 
systems under consideration are qrc reduced. 
We will end this section by a proposition which establishes a criterion 
for determining when two qrc-reduced systems are equivalent. The proof 
of the proposition is immediate and will not be given. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let lJ,‘-, ( tjA(fj)) IM( and UT,=, ( tjA(fj)) N’j’y 
be two qrc-reduced systems. If there exists a nonsingular m X m G-matrix S 
(where m is the number of indeterminants), and for each j = 1,2,. . . , J there 
exists a tj x tj nonsingular K-matrix Dj such that 
$( N”‘) = D$J M”‘)S, j= 1,2,. .-, J, 
then the two Jystems are equivalent. 
If we denote by A? the G-matrix 
I- M(l) ’ 
ii= : ) 
M(J) 
by i the G-matrix 
N(l) 
fi= : ) 
N(J) 
and by D the block diagonal K-matrix (D,, D,, . . . , DJ) then the condition 
of Proposition 5 can be paraphrased as 
$(i) = Dgs( @)S. 
6. A TECHNICAL LEMMA 
In Section 5, we saw that it is natural to multiply the matrix !J& M) by a 
K-matrix on the left and by a G-matrix on the right. It is possible for a 
t x s (s > t) K-matrix A to be of rank t, and yet have all its s columns 
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G-linearly independent. In this case multiplying A on the right by an 
s x (s - 1) G-matrix B may reduce its rank to t - 1 or may leave it t. In 
this section we will formulate and prove a technical lemma that gives a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the rank of AB to remain t, when the 
rankofBiss- 1. 
Let V be an s-dimensional G-vector space, and form VK = K 63, V. VK 
is, of cause, an s-dimensional K-vector space. We call uK E V, special if 
uK = k @ u, k E K, u E V. Note that the set of special vectors is not a 
subspace of VK because it is not closed under addition. However, the set of 
special vectors K @ u, for some fixed u E V, do form a one-dimensional 
subspace of VK, namely, the subspace generated by 1 @ u. 
If e,,e, ,..., e, is a G-basis of V, then 1 63 e,, 1 @ e2,. . . , 1 @I e, is a 
K-basis of VK. Relative to this basis, the special vectors are those of the 
form 
UK = k(g,,g,, . . .,g,), g, E G, k E K. 
Having fixed the basis e,, e2,. . . , e,, we can view the rows of a t X s 
K-matrix A as elements of V,. A row of A is called a special row if, as a 
vector V,, it is a special vector. 
LEMMA. Let A be a t x s K-matrix of rank t. Let B be an s X (s - 1) 
G-matrix of rank s - 1. Let u E G” = V satisfv uB = 0. The rank of AB is 
t - 1 if and only if K @ u is in the K-linear span of the rows of A (otherwise 
the rank of AB is t.) 
Proof: Because the rank of B is s - 1, the rank of AB is either t or 
t - 1. Assume the rank of AB is t - 1; then there exists a nonzero vector 
uK E VK = K” = K @Jo V such that u,AB = 0. Let wK = uKA, then wK is 
not zero because the rank of A is t. We can view B as a K-matrix, and even 
as a K-matrix its rank is s - 1. Therefore the set of vectors { uK E VK 1 uK B 
= O} form a one-dimensional subspace of VK, and since UB = 0 this 
subspace must be K 8 u. 
Now wK B = 0, so wK E K @ u. But wK = u,A, so it is in the K-linear 
span of the rows of A. Therefore the whole subspace of VK generated by 
wK, namely, K 63 u, is in the K-linear span of the rows of A. 
Conversely, assume K 63 u and therefore u( = 1 @ u), is in the K-linear 
span of the rows of A. If we denote the rows of A by r,, r2,. . . , r,, then 
there exist wj E K, i = 1,2,. . . , t, such that u = ZZ:-,w,r;. Let C be a t x t 
non-singular K-matrix whose first row is (w,, w2, . . . , w,), then the first row 
of CA is u, and therefore the first row of CAB is 0. That means that the 
rank of CAB is smaller than t. But the rank of CAB and of AB = C- ‘CAB 
is the same, and so the rank of AB is smaller than t, and consequently 
mustbet- 1. 
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COROLLARY. Let A be a t X s K-matrix of rank t. Assume there exists no 
nonsingular K-matrix T such that A’ = TA has a special row. men for every 
s x (s - 1) G-matrix B of rank (s - l), A B has rank t. 
7. THEOREM A 
In this section we will prove the first main result of this paper. This 
result will enable us to deduce, for example, that 
a,((fi + ifi )( y. + ir,),((ti + i* )(Y, + iy3)) = 6, 
where B = Q u (yo,yI,y2,y3}, Q denoting the field of rational numbers. 
Let G be an infinite field, let F ZI G be an extension field of G, and let 
y,,y2, . . . ,y,,, be a set of distinct indeterminants over F. Let K II G be a 
finite extension of G (not related to F), and let uo, u,, . . . , u,-, be a basis 
of K over G. Let f =Ey:dh ui E%= FOGK, and let s= 
dim&(r(foLr(f,h . . . , r( f,- ,)), where r is the natural homomorphism 
r: F + F/G. We call s the row rank off. The subject matter of Theorem A 
is a lower bound on the multiplicative complexity of tA(f)My, where we 
use the notation developed in Section 5. We will say that the cardinal@ of 
y is m to indicate that y consists of m distinct indeterminants. 
THEOREM A. Given ( tA(f)) My, a qrc-reduced system with the cardinal& 
of y equal to m, and the row rank off equal to s. Ifs 2 1, then 
pB( tA(f)My) 2 t(s - 1) + m, 
ouer G, with B = F u {y,, . . . ,y,}. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem A is by induction on the set of ordered 
pairs (t, m) ordered lexicographically. Since m 5 tn, our induction is 
certainly finite. In [2] the theorem was proved for the case t = 1, which can 
be the base of our induction. However, for the sake of completeness, we 
will prove the theorem for the case t = 1, m = 1 and then proceed by 
induction. 
Let M be an n X 1 G-matrix. A(f) is the matrix A(f) = E~&#,, where 
C, = p(u,) is the regular representation of ui. Let k E K be k = g&M), and 
let B = p(k-‘). Then A(f is equivalent to BA(f)My = A(f)BMy. This is 
because p(k,) and p(k,) commute for every k,, k, E K. But $(BM) = 
$B)$(M) = k-‘k = 1. So BM = R,(l). We can assume that u. = 1, for 
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otherwise we can change the system to another one with ue = 1, so 
<l‘ 
0 
BM= . . 
That means that A(f)BM is the n X 1 matrix (f,,f,, . . . ,f,lI)T = R, 
(X;,-dJui). (We again used the fact that u,, = 1.) Thus the row rank of 
,4(f)SMy is s, and by the row-rank theorem of Section 1 
Assume the theorem is true for all (t’,m’) < (t,m). Let S = g,(M). The 
fact that (rA(f))My is qrc reduced means that the rank of S is t, and that 
no nontrivial G-linear combination of the columns of S vanishes. We will 
now break the proof into two cases: 
Case 1. There exists a nonsingular K-matrix T such that S’ = TS has a 
special row. 
Case 2. Case 1 is false. 
Proof of Case 1. Replace (M(f))My by the equivalent system 
R(T)(tA(f))My = (W))M’y, where g&M’) = s(R(T))$(M) = TS = 
S’. With no loss of generality, we may assume that the first row of S’ is 
&T,,&>~. . ,g,) = K 63 t;, 0 # k E K, t: E G”. Let D be the t x t diago- 
nal K-matrix D = (k-l, 1, 1, . . . , l), and let E be a nonsingular G-matrix 
satisfying cE = (1, 0, . . . ,O). The system (rA(f))M”y, where 4&M”) = 
D!$& M’)E, is equivalent to (M(f)) My. The first row of 9&M”) is 
(l,O,O,... ,O), so the first n expressions of (tA(f))M”y are J;y,, i = 
0, I,... , n - I. By the existence of substitution 1 (see Section 2) 
Pe((fA(f)WY) 2 pff((t - lM(f)fiy’) + 3, 
where S,(k) is ?I,( M”) without the first row and first column, and 
y’ = (yz,y3,. . .,,v,)? The rank of S,(&?) is clearly t - 1, and all its 
columns are G-linearly independent. Therefore ((t - l)A(f)) fiy’ is qrc 
reduced. By the induction hypothesis, 
p,(((t - l)(f))fGy’) 2 (t - l)(s - 1) + m - 1. 
and therefore 
pB((tA(f))My) > (t - l)(s - 1) + m - 1 + s = t(s - 1) + m. 
This verifies case 1. 
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Proof of Case 2. Because s 2 1, we can use the existence of substitution 
2 (see Section 2). Let the specialization (Y of substitution 2 be 
4Yl) = Ii g;Y;T 
r=2 
4Y,) =v,> i = 2,3 ,..., m. 
Let E be the G-matrix 
( 
g,,...,g, 
1 I ’ 
where I is the (m - 1) x (m - 1) identity matrix. Then 
a*((tA(f))My) = (rA(f))MEy’, where y’ = (y2,y3,. . . ,y,). Therefore 
pL((tA(f))My) 2 pB((tA(f))MEy’) + 1. The rank of E is m - 1, so by 
the corollary of Section 6 the rank of !I& ME) = $( M)E is t. Also, all the 
columns of gs( ME) are G-linearly independent, and so (M(f)) MEy’ is qrc 
reduced. By th e in d u c tio n hypothesis, 
pB((tA(f))MEy’) 2 t(s - 1) + m - 1 and therefore pe(t(A(f)My) 2 t(s 
- 1) + m. This verifies case 2, and thus proves the theorem. 
To see how the theorem is used, we will now find the multiplicative 
complexity of computing the real and imaginary parts of (fi + i fi )(ya 
+ @,) and (\/z + ifi)(y2 + iy3). 
Let G = Q the field of rational numbers, F = Q(fi , fi ), K = Q(i) = 
Q[ u]/(u2 + 1). We take 1 and i as the basis of Q(i) over Q. If we take 
f = fi + i ti E F @QC K, we have that the row rank of f is 2. Relative to 
the basis 1, i 
and the four quantities we want to compute are given by 
a-v30 0 
VT VT 0 0 
0 0 l.0 -v3 






That is, we want to compute the system (2A(f))My where M = I is the 
4 x 4 identity matrix. 
Again, relative to the basis 1, i, 
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which has rank 2, and all its columns are Q-linearly independent. The 
system we want to compute is therefore qrc reduced. By Theorem A, 
pFlg((fi + ifi )<h + iy,), (fi + i@ NY2 +Y3)) 
2 2.(2 - 1) + 4 = 6, 
where B = Q(fi, 16 ) u {Y,,,Y,,Y,,Y~}. 
It is well known that the real and imaginary parts of (a + i fi )(z + 
iw) can be computed using only three multiplications. For example, 
Consequently, the real and imaginary parts (fi + i fi )(ye + iy,) and 
(fi + i fi )(yz + &) can be computed using six multiplications. 
We observe next that this algorithm has six multiplications, not only 
when we take B = Q!(a) fi ) u {ye,. . . ,y,}, but also when we take the 
base to be B’ = Q u { fi , fi } u {yO, . . . ,y3}. We have thus proved the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let Q be the field of rational numbers. Then 
pB((VT + iV3 )(yO + iy,), (fi + ifi )(Yz + 45)) 
= pBs(ti + iV7 )(yo + in,), (fi + ifi )(YZ + &I) = 6, 
where B = Q(fi, fi) u {Y~,Y,,YZ,YJ), and B’ = Q u {fi 3 fl > u 
~YO~Yl~Y2~YJ~ 
&THEOREM B 
In this section we will generalize Theorem A. The result of the next 
theorem, Theorem B, will be a lower bound on the multiplicative complex- 
ity of UiJ,, ( tjA(fj)) M”‘y. Th’ 1 is ower bound reduces to Theorem A 
when J = 1, so Theorem B is truly a generalization of Theorem A. 
As in Section 7, we start with an infinite field G, an extension F I G, a 
set yI,y2,. . . ,y,,, of indeterminants, and a finite extension K 1 G with 
,, . . . , u,,- ,, (uO = l), a basis of K. To every element f = (Jy;df;ui) E 
?go, K, we associate its row rank s = dim Lo(r( fO), . . . , r( f,- ,)), where 
r is the natural homomorphism r : F + F/G. 
THEOREM B. Given U;=, ( tj A(fj)) M(j)y a qrc-reduced system with 
cardinality of y equal to m. Assume the row rank (fj) = sj 2 1, j = 1,2, . . . , J, 
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and that for every subset L L { 1,2,. . . ,J}, dim L, U ,ELr (f,)) 2 xlELs, - 





2 i tj(sj - 1) + m, 
j=l 
where B = F u {y,, . . . ,ym}. 
ProoJ: The proof proceeds along the same lines as that of Theorem A. 
Let t, be t = E;=,t,, we will prove the theorem by induction on (t,m), 
ordered lexicographically. Because M 5 Ej, ,tjn = tn, the induction is 
finite. 
If t = 1, then J must be 1 and Theorem B reduces to Theorem A. We 
thus have a starting point for the induction. 
Assume the theorem is true for all (t’, m’) < (t, m). Let S; = $( M(j)), 
then the rank of S, is t,, j = 1,2,. . . , J (because the system is qrc reduced). 
We will now break the problem into two cases: 
Case 1. There existj E {1,2,..., J} and a tj x tj nonsingular matrix q 
such that 7JSj has a special row. 
Case 2. Case 1 is false. 
Proof of Case 1. With no loss of generality, assume that the first row of 
TjSj is the special row, and that it is v = (g,,g,, . . . ,g,) E K @‘c G”. (If 
the special row is k( g,, . . . ,g,), k E K, k # 0, then replace Tj by k-‘l;.) 
We define L c {1,2,..., J} as the set of all 1 such that there exists q with 
the property that the first row of T,S, is v. The system 
u;= I ( tjA(fj)) ~‘(j)y, where $( M”‘)) = T,S, for 1 E L, and $( M’(j)) = q 
for j @ L is equivalent to the original system U;-, (tjA(fj))M(j)y. Let E 
be an m x m nonsingular G-matrix satisfying vB = (l,O, . . . ,O) and let 
g(j) = M”J’E, j = 1,2,. . . ,J. The system U! 
alent to U;=, ( tjA(fj)) M’j’y. 
/=, ( tjA(fj)) E@)y, is equiv- 
Now for each I E L, t,A(f,)M”)y includes the expressions fr,iy,, where 
f, = Z&‘f, ,u,. By substitution 1 (see Section 2) we have 
J 
PB U (tjA(fj))M”‘y 6 (tjA(fj))M(j)Y + d, 
j=l j- 1 1) 
where d = dim L, ( U ,,Lr(f,)) and (Y is the specialization 
4Y,) = 0 
a(~,) =y, i = 2,3,...,m 
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It is easy to verify that o*((z,A(fj))M(j)y) = (r,A(f,))N(j)y’, where 
Y’ = b$,..‘, JJ,,,)~, and that N(j) = M(j)B where B is the m x (m - 1) 
G-matrix 
By the lemma of Section 6, the rank of $( N(l)) is (f, - 1) for every 1 E L 
and the rank of $(N”‘) is tj for every j @ L. (Note that by our construc- 
tion the first row of $(N(‘)) is 0 for every I E L.) Let $” be defined by 
the requirement that $(@“) is $( N”‘) without the first row, for every 
I E L, and that F(j) = N(j) f or every j 4 L. Let t; = t, - 1 for I E L, and 
tJ = tj for j # L. 
The system lJ;=,(tj,4(fj))%)y is qrc reduced and is equivalent to 
tJ;= ,( tjA(fj)) N”‘y’. By our induction hypothesis, 
= ,slr,(s, - 1) + m - 1 - ,zL(s~ - 1) 
= x rj(sj - 1) + m - 1 - 2 sI + card(L). 
j=l IEL 
By the assumption of the theorem, 
d= dimL G( Er(fj)) >zs,-card(L)+ 1, 
and therefore 
J 
/.L~ U ( tjA(fj))M”‘y ; (t;A(f,))@(j)y’ + d 
j=l j=l 
2 2 rj(s, - 1) + m - 1 - c sI + card(L) + d 
j=l /EL 
2 2 fj(sj - 1) + m. 
j=l 
This verifies Case 1. 
Proof of Case 2. The proof of Case 2 is identical to the proof of Case 2 
of Theorem A and will therefore not be repeated. This proves the theorem. 
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Remarks. In both Theorem A and Theorem B, we assumed that the 
cardinality of G was infinite. This assumption was needed in order to use 
substitutions 1 and 2. We will now remove this technical assumption. If z is 
an indeterminant, different from all indeterminants used in Theorems A 
and B, then G’ = G(z) is always an infinite field. Let F be F’ = F(z). 
Every algorithm over B = F u {v,, . . . J,} using G as the field of con- 
stants is, a posteriori, an algorithm over B’ = F u {vi,. . . ,ym} using 
G’(z) as the field of constants. Therefore, the number of essential m/d 
steps in the algorithm is bounded by the results of Theorems A and B. 
Consequently the statements of Theorems A and B are valid even if we 
remove the assumption that G has infinitely many elements. 
In a subsequent paper we will use Theorem B to determine the multi- 
plicative complexity of the finite Fourier transform. The system whose 
multiplicative complexity we will want to determine will not be 
Uj_, (tjA(fj)) M:“y, b u a seemingly more general system. Recall that t 
U;=, ( fjA(fj)) M(j)y, is our “shorthand” notation for U;=, 
U kcj,- ,C(fj, l,(j)), or more precisely U:=, U &j,B ,C(K; fj, l,(j)), where 
the notation exhibits the field K explicitly. This notation emphasizes the 
fact that K does not depend on j. We will now consider the system in 
which the field K depends on j as well. If K,, K,, . . . , K, are finite 
extensions of G, then we consider the system lJi= i lJ icj,- ,C( Kj; fj, I,,,,). 
We will abbreviate this system as lJi=, (r,A,(f,))M”‘y. We say that 
UiJ, 1 ( tjAj(fj)) M”‘y is qrc reduced if for every j = 1,2, . . . , J, 
rj A(f,) M(J)y is quasi-row reduced, and if all the columns of the G-matrix 
j#‘) ’ 
M= : 
i I M(J) 
are G-linearly independent. The following corollary to Theorem B shows 
that this system is really not more general than that of Theorem B. 
COROLLARY. Let Ui=, ( tjAj(f,)) M”‘y be quasi-reduced. Zj fj, sj (j = 
192,. . . , J), and y satisfy the conditions of Theorem B then 
(J (r,Aj(fj))M(“y 
J 
pB 2 x tj(sj - 1) + m. 
j=l j=l 
Proof. Let K be a finite extension of G such that Kj c K for all 
j = 1,2,. . . , J. Let ij : Kj + K be the injection mapping, j = 1,2,. . . , J. 
Extend i, to 1 63 i, : F @‘c K, - F @‘c K, and let f: = (1 @ ii) (fj)l’acj, = (1 
63 ij>(Iaci,). We saw in Section 5 that C( Kj; f,, I,(j,), is equivalent to 
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C( K; fj, Ihci,), and therefore tJ:, , U ‘&,- ,C( K; f,, I,,,,) is equivalent to 
uj_, u &j)=,C(K; f;., IhCj,) = u-! t .A(f’.)M’j’y. /“I/ / 
An easy calculation shows that if U:,, U &j,=,C(Kj; fj, I,,,,) is qrc 
reduced then tJ!- t-A(fj)M 
verify that for e&G L c { I(‘; 
y is qrc reduced as well. It is also easy to 
,...,J>, LJU 
The corollary now follows from Theorem B. 
,,L4)) = L,(U ,,,4w. 
9. UPPER BOUNDS 
Both Theorem A and Theorem B give lower bounds on the multiplica- 
tive complexity. The discussion leading to the corollary of Theorem A 
gives us the paradigm for determining the multiplicative complexity pre- 
cisely. Namely, if we can exhibit an algorithm with as many essential m/d 
steps as the lower bound, then the inequality of the lower bound can be 
replaced by equality. 
In this section we will use some known algorithms to strengthen Theo- 
rems A and B by replacing the inequality by an equality. We will first 
review some known algorithms and then apply them to obtain the desired 
results. 
BASIC ALGORITHM. Let G be a field, and let x0, xl, . . . , x,,yo,y,, . . . ,y,, 
u be m + n + 3 distinct indeterminants over G. Consider the three poly- 
nomials in 24 
R(u) = i xi& S(u) = gy;d 
i= 1 i=o 
and T(U) = R(u)-S(u) = Cyzyz,r/. The quantities z~,z,,...,z,,,+~ are m 
+ n + 1 bilinear forms of the x,‘s and y,‘s. Our task is to compute the zi’s 
over G taking B = G u {x0, . . . ,x,,} u ( yo, . . . ,y,,,}. It is an immediate 
consequence of the row-rank theorem that 
pB(zo,...,z,+,) 2 m + n + I. 
We will now exhibit an algorithm for computing zo, z,, . . . , z,+, which 
uses only m + n + 1 essential m/d steps, thus showing that the inequality 
can be replaced by an equality. 
We assume that G has at least m + n + 1 distinct elements 
go~gl,~-.~gm+n so that we can consider 
t?l+n 
x z,gj = T(g;) = R 
j=O 
(SiJs(gi) = ( joxjP:)( joYjgi)* 
0 I i I m + n. (1) 
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Let p, = (~::=ox,g()(CJm_oy,g/), i = 0, 1,. . .,m + n. It is clear that only 
one essential m/d step is needed to compute each pj. We will denote 
(POTPI>. . . ‘Pm+n )’ by p, and (za,z,, . , . ,z,+,,)~ by z. With this notation, 
(1) above can be written as 
vz = p, 
where V = ( cj) is the (m + n + 1) X (m + n + 1) Vandermonde matrix 
over G given by VI, = g?, 0 I i, j I m + n. Because the (m + n + 1) gi 
are distinct, V is nonsingular and therefore we may write 
z= v-1 P 
This last relation shows that, once p,,, . . . ,p,,,+, have been computed, we 
can compute zO,z,, . . . ,z,+, with no additional essential m/d steps. 
This algorithm for computing z,,, z,, . . , z,+, using m + n + 1 essential 
m/d steps is due to Toom [4]. The set of all minimal algorithms for 
computing zO, z,, . . . , z,+, is given in [ 11. 
Now let H be any ring which includes G, and let B c H be any subset 
of H. Let a : {x0,. . .,x,,} -+ B be given by a(~,) = b,, 0 I j I n, and 
a : {Yo, . . .,v,) + B be given by cr’(y,) = b;, 0 I j I m. 
Let co,cI,...,c,+. be defined by X:i”,+,“c,u’ = (C,“,,bju’)(~~,,b,‘u~). 
The basic algorithm can be modified, in the obvious way, to produce an 
algorithm over B which computes co, c,, . . . , c,+, using at most m + n + 1 
essential m/d steps. We thus see that for any H II G, any B c H, and any 
(Y and (Y’, 
pB(~O,...,~m+n) 2 m + n + 1. 
Now, let P(U) E G[u] c H[u] be a polynomial of degree d, and let Ck be 
the ring 
cTfL= H[u]lV[u]), 
where (P(u)) is the ideal of H[ u] generated by f(u). Every element 
r E 3 can be written uniquely as r = E~L~riui r, E H. Let B c H be a 
subset of H, b,, b: E B, 0 5 i I d - 1, and let r,,rz,r3 E 5% be the three 
elements of 3, r, = E~~~biui, r, = Cy;db,!u’, r3 = X~$iui, which satisfy 
r3 = r, +r2. Our objective is to compute co, c,, . . . , cd-, using B as a base. If 
we assume that G has at least 2d - 1 distinct elements, we can proceed as, 
follows. 
We first compute the 2d - 1 elements of H, cb, c;, _. . , cidp2, given by 
>02CjUJ = (sIb,u’)( zlbiUj)> 
where the product is in H[u]. By the discussion above this can be done 
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using at most 2d - 1 essential m/d steps. The elements c,,, c,, . . . , cd-, and 
Cb, c;, . . . , c& are related by zT;&juj = 2;:; ‘c;ujmod P(U). Because 
the coefficients of P(U) are elements of G, c,,, c, . . . , cd-, are G-linear 
combinations of the c&, c;, . . . , cbdP2. Therefore, once we have computed 
c&c;, . , ,, &-*, no additional essential m/d steps are needed to compute 
CrJ’C,‘...‘C&,. We thus obtain that 
PB(CO’C,.. ..,cd-,) < 2d - 1. 
We are now ready to apply these results to the systems studied earlier in 
the paper. As in Section 1, let F > G be an extension of G, lety,,y,, . . . ,y, 
be distinct indeterminants of F, and let H = F(y,, . . . ,y,,,). Let P(U) E G[u] 
be an irreducible polynomial of degree n, and let K = G[u]/(P[u]). Let 
f = (fo,f,, . . . *f,-,), each 1; E F, and let I = (I,, I,, . . . , I,- ,), where each 
fj = Ci”,,gijyj is an element of L,-(y). If G has at least 2n - 1 elements, 
then 
pB(C(K;f,I)) I2n - 1, 
where B = F u {y,, . . . ,v,,,}. As a matter of fact, this last inequality is 
valid even if we take B = G u { fo, . . . ,f,- ,} u {y,, . . . ,y,,,}. Now, if m = n, 
and n = dimL,(I,, . . . , I,- ,) = dim LG( r(f)), then C( K; f, I) is qrc re- 
duced, and by Theorem A, pFLB(C( K; f,l)) 2 2n - 1, and therefore 
pB(C(K;f,I)) = 2n - 1. 
There were two assumptions which enabled us to draw this conclusion. 
The first was that G has enough elements (at least 2n - 1); the second was 
that K was generated by one element (i.e., K is isomorphic to the field G 
extended by a root of f(u)). Recall that if G is a perfect field (that is, if 
every irreducible polynomial over G has only simple roots), then every 
finite extension of G can be generated by a single element. We will 
therefore assume in the rest of the section that G is a perfect field having 
infinitely many elements. For example, if G is of characteristic 0 then it 
satisfies this assumption. 
Fori = 1,2,..., N, let Kj 1 G be a finite extension of G of dimension ni. 
Applying the discussion above to each (C( K,; f;, I;), we see that 
lJ fi. ,(C( K,; f,, I,) can be computed using at most 2X:= ,ni - N essential 
m/d steps. Therefore 
N 
pB 6 C(K,;fi,lj) Iix(2n,- 1)=2gn,-N, 
i=l i= I i= I 
where B = F u {y,, . . . ,y,,,} or even B = G u { UiN,lfi} U {y,, . . . ,y,,,}. 
(Here we use fj to denote the set {f;.o,f;,,, . . . &}, where u = ni - 1.) This 
enables us to prove a result, which will be the main tool in the study of the 
multiplicative complexity of the finite Fourier transform. 
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COROLLARY A. Let Kj I G be a finite extension of G of dimension nj, 
j= 1,2 ,..., J. Let fj E F”i, (1 I j I J), satisfv dimL,(Ui’,,r(f,)) = 
XjWOnj. If Ui/, 1 U I- ,c( Kj; fj, I,(j)) = Ul= 1 ( tjAj(fj)) M”‘y is a qrC- 





= i tj(2nj - l), 
j=i j=1 
where B = G u ( U:=,fj} u {y}. 
Proof: The fact that dim&( Uj,,r(f,)) = ZS=,nj implies that for 
every nonempty subset L c (1,2,. . . , J}, dim L,( U IELr(f,)) = E,ELn, L 
z ,ELn, - card(L) + 1. In particular, if we take L to be the singleton set 
(!}, we see that s, = n,, where we have used the terminology of Theorem B 
and its corollary. Thus the conditions of the corollary of Theorem B are 
satisfied, and therefore 
( 
;I ( tjAj(fj))M’j’ 
1 
J 
/LB. y 2 2 tj(nj - 1) + k tjnj = i tj(2nj - l), 
j=l j=l j- 1 j-1 
where B’ = F u {y}. However, B=Gu{lJ~~,fj}u(y}~B’, and 
therefore 
pB ,c, (t,A,(f,)M”‘y) 2 i tj(2nj - 1). 
j-1 





I i tj(2nj - 1). 
j=l j-1 
This proves the corollary. 
The idea behind the proof of Corollary A can be summarized as follows: 
1. Using the basic algorithm, we derive an algorithm for computing 
(C( Kj; fj, Ii), which uses, say, pj essential m/d steps. 
2. Applying the first step to each (C( K4; fj, Ii), we obtain an algorithm 
for computing U,!= ,(C( Kj; fj, Ii), using Zj, ,pj essential m/d steps. 
3. If the lower bound given in the corollary of Theorem B is also 
Zy- ,pj then we can replace the inequality by an equality and this way 
determine the multiplicative complexity of the system. 
We will now use this flow of ideas to obtain other results similar to 
Corollary A. 
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Again, let K ZI G be an n-dimensional extension of G, and I,, I,, . . . , I,-, 
be n G-linearly independent elements of L&J,, . . . , y,,,). Let f = 
(fo,f, , . . . ,f,-,)’ be an element of F Q0o K (taking 1, U, u*, . . . , zJ-’ as a 
basis of K over G and of f 63o K over F). Assume dim L, (r(f)) = 1. In 
this case f can be written as f = f, + f,, where f, = f 8 k 
(= f(go,g,7.. .,g,-,)) for some f E F and k E K, where 
Lo(r( f)) = &(r(f)), and f, = 1 @ k’ for some k’ E K. 
Therefore f-1 = f, .I + f,.l. But, the coefficients of f,.l are all in B = G 
u {f) u {y},soC(K;f,I)isequivalenttoC(K;f,,I).Now,f,~I=~k~l= 
f (k . I), and the “coordinates” of k. I are n linearly independent elements of 
L,(y). If k-l is k-l = (lb,&, . . . , /i- ,), then C( K; f, I) can be computed 
using only the n essential m/d steps, f Ii, i = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1. We can now 
state the following corollary: 
COROLLARY B. Consider the qrc-reduced system U,‘- , U &,- 1 
C(Kj; fj, I,,,,) = U,/,, (r,A,(f,))M(j)y. If for each L C { 1,2,. . . ,J}, 
dim LG( UpELr(f,)) = 1 L 1 and the cardinal@ of y is X5- ,fjnj, ni being rhe 
dimension of Kj, then 
pB 
i 
(J fjAj(fj)Mcj’y = i tjnj, 
j=l i j=l 
where B = G u { U;=,rJ) u {y}. 
We next consider the case that dim L, (r(f)) = n - 1. Let f = 
(foYf,T.. . ,f,- ,) be an element of F @‘c K, where the dimension of K is n 
and l,u,...,~~-’ is a basis of K over G. Assume that 
dimL,(r(f,h . . . . r(f,-,)) = n - 1, and letf = f, + f,, wheref, E 1 63 K 
(i.e., can be viewed as an element of K) and f, = (fd,f;, . . . ,R) satisfies 
1. L,(m) = L&VA 
2. dim &(fd,f,‘, . . . . f,‘-,) = n - 1. 
(Note that in (2), we take the linear span of fd, , . . ,R-, and not of their 
image under r.) With no loss of generality, we may assume that 
f;,f; , . . :, f,‘- , are G-linearly independent. 
Let f E F”-’ denote the vector (f;, f;, . . . ,f,‘- ,)T. Since we use 
pp.;. , u ‘-’ as a basis of K over G, we can use f, to denote the vector 
,, , , , . . . , f,‘- ,). The previous assumption on f, means that there exists an 
n X (n - 1) G-matrix B of rank n - I such that f, = Bi. 
Let p be the regular representation of K relative to 1, U, . . . , u”-‘; then 
for any k E K, k-f, = p(k)f,. (Here again, we use the same symbol to 
denote an element of F gG K and its vector representation.) 
Before proceeding we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA. Let f and f, be as above. There exists 0 # k E K such that 
kf, = (f,,f ,,..., f,-,) satisfesf,-, = 0. 
Prooj Let p: K + G” be the following mapping. For every k E K, 
p(k) = (g,7g29...7g,) if (g,yg27... ,g,) is the last row of p(k). Because 
p(k) is nonsingular for every 0 # k E K, the kernel of p is (O}, and 
therefore p is an isomorphism between K, viewed as a G-vector space, and 
G”. Let i and B be as in the discussion preceding the lemma, and let 
O_Z F E Gr satisfy u_B = 0. If 0 # k =pr’(u), _then k-f, = p(k)f, = 
(fo,f, , . . . . f,-,). But f,-, =p(k)f, =p(k)Bf = uBf = 0. This proves the 
lemma. 
Now, C( K; f, I) is equivalent to C( K; f ,, I), i.e., the system of coordinates 
of f.1. But f, .I = (kf,)-(k-II), where k satisfies the conditions as stated in 
the previous lemma. If we denote k- ‘I by (J& I;, . . . , fh- ,), then C( K; f ,, I) 
is the set of coefficients of T(u) = (Zj’~~~u’)(X~~~rlu’> mod P(u), where 
P(U) is given by K = G[u]/( P(U)). The basic algorithm enables us to 
compute the coefficients of (Z~:~2f;:ui)(Z~Z~,lui) using at most 2n - 2 
essential m/d steps. But reduction modulo P(u) involves no essential m/d 
steps. So we have just proved the following fact: 
FACT. Let K > G be an n-dimensional extension of G. If dim L, (r(f)) 
= n - 1, then 
y,(C( K; f, I)) I 2n - 2, 
where B = G u {f} u {y}. 
We have seen that 
pCtg(C(K;f,l)) I n + dimL,(r(f)) - 1 
when dim LG(r(f)) = n, n - 1, or 1. It is tempting to conjecture that this 
inequality is valid no matter what f is. The following example, due to E. 
Feig, refutes this conjecture: 
EXAMPLE. Let G = Q the field of rational numbers, let P(u) = u4 + 1, 
and let K = G[u]/( P(u)). We choose 1, u, u*, u3 as a basis of K and 
consider the system C((fi + fi u*)-(ye +y,u +y2u2 +y3u3)). This 
system is the same as 
C((V2 + iV3)(y0 + iv2))U C((\/z + ifi).(y, + 9,)). 
Therefore ~~(C((fi + fiu*)(ye + y,u + y2u2 + y3u3)) = 6. But 
dimL,(r(fi),r(fi)) = 2, and 6 > 4 + 2 - 1. 
We will end this paper by combining all the results into one corollary. 
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COROLLARY C. Let U I-, U &,- *C(K); fi, I,,,,) = U isI 
(tjAj(fj))@j)y be a qrc-reduced system. Let sj = dim LG(r(fi)), j = 
1,2,..., J. Let nj be the dimension of Kj over G. Zf: 
1. for eachj = 1,2,. . . , J, sj = nj, nj - 1, or 1, 
2. the cardinality of y is ~~~,t,n,, and 





U (t,A,(f,))iW’y = x tj(sj + nj - l), 
j- I j=l 
when B = G u { U,‘=,fj} u {y}. 
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